
LGBTQ+ READS

Annie on my mindAnnie on my mind
by Nancy Garden
Liza begins to doubt her feelings for Annie
after someone finds out about their
relationship, and realizes, after starting
college, that her denial of love for Annie was
a mistake. YA Fiction GARDEN.

Will Grayson, Will GraysonWill Grayson, Will Grayson
by John Green
When two teens, one gay and one straight,
meet accidentally and discover that they
share the same name, their lives become
intertwined as one begins dating the other's
best friend, who produces a play revealing
his relationship with them both. YA Fiction
GREEN.

Her royal highnessHer royal highness
by Rachel Hawkins
A laugh-out-loud companion to Royals finds
a Houston teen pursuing an education at an
exclusive Scottish boarding school to mend
her broken heart before clashing with, and
then unexpectedly falling for, her spoiled
princess roommate. YA Fiction HAWKINS.

Aristotle and Dante discoverAristotle and Dante discover
the secrets of the universethe secrets of the universe
by Benjamin Alire Sáenz
Fifteen-year-old Ari Mendoza is an angry
loner with a brother in prison, but when he
meets Dante and they become friends, Ari
starts to ask questions about himself, his
parents, and his family that he has never
asked before. YA Fiction SAENZ

Boy Meets BoyBoy Meets Boy
by David Levithan
When Paul falls hard for Noah, he thinks he
has found his one true love, but when things
take a turn for the worse and Noah walks
out of his life, Paul has to find a way to get
him back and make everything right once
more. YA Fiction LEVITHAN.

Carry on : the rise and fall ofCarry on : the rise and fall of
Simon SnowSimon Snow
by Rainbow Rowell
During his last year at Watford School of
Magicks, Simon Snow, the Chosen One,
faces a magic-eating monster wearing his
face, a break-up, and a missing nemesis. YA
Fiction ROWELL.

The miseducation of CameronThe miseducation of Cameron
PostPost
by Emily M Danforth
In the early 1990s, when gay teenager
Cameron Post rebels against her
conservative Montana ranch town and her
family decides she needs to change her
ways, she is sent to a gay conversion
therapy center. YA Fiction DANFORTH.

A line in the darkA line in the dark
by Malinda Lo
Secretly in love with her best friend Angie,
Jess Wong is upset when Angie falls for a girl
from a nearby boarding school, but when
everybody's secrets start to be revealed, the
stakes quickly elevate to life or death. YA
Fiction LO.

Everything leads to youEverything leads to you
by Nina LaCour
Feeling unfulfilled in her romantic life in
spite of a promising career in the L.A. film
scene, talented set designer Emi discovers a
mysterious letter at an estate sale that
prompts her investigation into a movie
icon's hidden life. YA Fiction LACOUR.

Far from youFar from you
by Tess Sharpe
Wrongly blamed for a friend's death
because of her past addiction to painkillers,
17-year-old Sophie endures a forced stint in
rehab while struggling with peer animosity
and trying to figure out who is really
responsible for what happened. A first
novel. YA Fiction SHARPE.
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Simon vs. the Homo SapiensSimon vs. the Homo Sapiens
agendaagenda
by Becky Albertalli
Closeted gay teen Simon Spier is challenged
to come out on his own terms when he is
threatened with exposure, a situation that is
complicated by his friends' views and his
crush on an adorable if confusing guy. YA
Fiction ALBERTALLI

Little & LionLittle & Lion
by Brandy Colbert
Returning home to Los Angeles from
boarding school, Suzette grapples with her
bisexuality when she and her brother Lionel
fall in love with the same girl. YA Fiction
COLBERT

Labyrinth lostLabyrinth lost
by Zoraida Córdova
Alex is the most powerful witch in her
family, even though she's hated magic ever
since it made her father disappear, but
when an attempt to rid herself of magic
makes her family vanish, she must travel to
a strange, dark land called Los Lagos to get
them back. YA Fiction CORDOVA

Of fire and starsOf fire and stars
by Audrey Coulthurst
A girl betrothed since childhood to a
handsome prince to seal an alliance
between their kingdoms hides her magical
affinity for wielding fire powers while falling
unexpectedly in love with her intended's
sister. YA Fiction COULTHURST.

Last seen leavingLast seen leaving
by Caleb Roehrig
Becoming a prime suspect when his
girlfriend disappears after a night spent
together, Flynn struggles to uncover the
truth without revealing his own dangerous
secrets, like outing himself, for starters. YA
Fiction ROEHRIG.

If I was your girlIf I was your girl
by Meredith Russo
Amanda Hardy only wants to fit in at her
new school, but she is keeping a big secret,
so when she falls for Grant, guarded
Amanda finds herself yearning to share with
him everything about herself, including her
previous life as Andrew. YA Fiction RUSSO.

As I descendedAs I descended
by Robin Talley
Tapping a dark power to prevent the
favorite candidate of a distinguished
educational prize from winning, school
power couple Maria and Lily unleash fatal
energies that blur the lines between reality
and madness. YA Fiction TALLEY

AutoboyographyAutoboyography
by Christina Lauren
High school senior Tanner Scott has hidden
his bisexuality since his family moved to
Utah, but he falls hard for Sebastian, a
Mormon mentoring students in a writing
seminar Tanner's best friend convinced him
to take. YA Fiction LAUREN

We are okayWe are okay
by Nina LaCour
After leaving her life behind to go to college
in New York, Marin must face the truth
about the tragedy that happened in the
final weeks of summer when her friend
Mabel comes to visit. YA Fiction LACOUR.

All out : The No-Longer-All out : The No-Longer-
Secret Stories of Queer TeensSecret Stories of Queer Teens
Throughout the AgesThroughout the Ages
by Saundra Mitchell
An anthology of 17 historical and diverse
short stories includes contributions by such
leading LGBTQ authors as Alex Sanchez,
Dahlia Adler and Kody Keplinger and
includes such diverse tales as a retelling of

"Little Red Riding Hood" set in war-torn 1870s Mexico and a
story of forbidden love in a 16th-century Spanish convent. YA
Fiction ALL.
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We set the dark on fireWe set the dark on fire
by Tehlor Kay Mejia
When she is asked to spy for a resistance
group working to bring equality to Medio,
Daniela Vargas, a student at the Medio
School for Girls, questions everything she's
worked for. YA Fiction MEJIA.

When the moon was oursWhen the moon was ours
by Anna-Marie McLemore
Best friends Miel, who has roses growing
from her wrist, and Sam, who paints moons
to hang from the trees, run into trouble
from the four beautiful Bonner girls, who
are rumored to be witches. YA Fiction
MCLEMORE.

Leah on the offbeatLeah on the offbeat
by Becky Albertalli
With prom and graduation around the
corner, senior Leah Burke struggles when
her group of friends start fighting... and
changing. YA Fiction ALBERTALLI.

More happy than notMore happy than not
by Adam Silvera
Struggling with memories of his
impoverished youth, being abandoned by
his friends and losing his father to suicide,
Aaron attempts to forget his own identity
through memory-altering therapy when his
homosexuality affects a new friendship. YA
Fiction SILVERA.

They both die at the endThey both die at the end
by Adam Silvera
In a near-future New York City where a
service alerts people on the day they will
die, teenagers Mateo Torrez and Rufus
Emeterio meet using the Last Friend app
and are faced with the challenge of living a
lifetime on their End Day. YA Fiction
SILVERA.

Grasshopper jungle : a historyGrasshopper jungle : a history
by Andrew Smith
Austin Szerba narrates the end of humanity
as he and his best friend Robby accidentally
unleash an army of giant, unstoppable bugs
and uncover the secrets of a decades-old
experiment gone terribly wrong. YA Fiction
SMITH.

What if it's usWhat if it's us
by Becky Albertalli
The award-winning author of Simon vs. the
Homo Sapiens Agenda and the best-selling
author of They Both Die in the End present
the story of two very different boys who
cannot decide if the universe is pushing
them together or pulling them apart. YA
Fiction ALBERTALLI.

The love and lies of RukhsanaThe love and lies of Rukhsana
AliAli
by Sabina Khan
Hoping to hide her authentic self from her
conservative Muslim parents until she can
depart for college, 17-year-old Rukhsana is
caught kissing her girlfriend and whisked
away to Bangladesh, where she fights an
arranged marriage by consulting the

wisdom she finds in her grandmother's diary. YA Fiction KHAN.

Openly straightOpenly straight
by Bill Konigsberg
Tired of being known as "the gay kid", Rafe
Goldberg decides to assume a new persona
when he comes east and enters an elite
Massachusetts prep school--but trying to
deny his identity has both complications
and unexpected consequences. YA Fiction
KONIGSBERG.

None of the aboveNone of the above
by I. W. Gregorio
Kristen discovers that she is intersex and
possesses male chromosomes, a diagnosis
that is leaked to the whole school, throwing
Kristin's entire identity into question. YA
Fiction GREGORIO.
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These witches don't burnThese witches don't burn
by Isabel Sterling
Possessing secret elemental magic that
allows her to control fire, earth, water and
air, a Salem, Massachusetts teen witch is
forced to team up with her ex-girlfriend to
counter a deadly outbreak of dark magic. YA
Fiction STERLING.

We are the antsWe are the ants
by Shaun David Hutchinson
After the suicide of his boyfriend, Henry
deals with depression and family issues, all
while wondering if he was really abducted
and told he has 144 days to decide whether
or not the world is worth saving. YA Fiction
HUTCHINSON.

Dark and deepest redDark and deepest red
by Anna-Marie McLemore
Trapped in a pair of red shoes that compel
her to dance uncontrollably, Rosella is
drawn to a youth of questionable intent
whose family was blamed for witchcraft
centuries earlier. YA Fiction MCLEMORE.

History is all you left meHistory is all you left me
by Adam Silvera
Secrets are revealed as OCD-afflicted Griffin
grieves for his first love, Theo, who died in a
drowning accident. YA Fiction SILVERA.

ProxyProxy
by Alex London
Privileged Syd and and his proxy, Knox, are
thrown together to overthrow the system, in
a book that takes the premise of The
Whipping Boy and runs away with it.
OverDrive E-book.

Girls made of snow and glassGirls made of snow and glass
by Melissa Bashardoust
A feminist fantasy reimagining of "Snow
White" relates the past and present
experiences of a magician's daughter-
turned-heartless queen and her beautiful
rival stepdaughter. YA Fiction
BASHARDOUST.

DreadnoughtDreadnought
by April Daniels
After inheriting the powers of Dreadnought,
Danny Tozer's hidden transgender identity
is brought into the open when her body
assumes the gender she identifies with,
bringing personal complications just as she
is forced to face the original Dreadnought's
killer. YA Fiction DANIELS.

SovereignSovereign
by April Daniels
As the superhero Dreadnought, Danny Tozer
is protecting the city of New Port on her
own, but after the emergence of a billionaire
supervillain, she finds herself attacked on
all sides, while she deals with her troubled
family life. YA Fiction DANIELS.

Wild beautyWild beauty
by Anna-Marie McLemore
For nearly a century, the Nomeolvides
women have tended the grounds of La
Pradera, hiding a terrible legacy, until
mysterious Fel arrives and Estrella helps
him explore his dangerous past. YA Fiction
MCLEMORE.

Ramona BlueRamona Blue
by Julie Murphy
Struggling with family problems and still
living in a FEMA trailer years after Hurricane
Katrina, lesbian teenager Ramona
welcomes the return of her childhood friend
Freddie but her shifting feelings for him
cause her to question her sexual identity. YA
Fiction MURPHY.
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Anger is a giftAnger is a gift
by Mark Oshiro
A young adult debut by the popular social
media personality and critic reflects the
racial and economic struggles of today's
teens in the story of high school junior Moss,
who in the face of a racist school
administration decides to organize a protest
that escalates into violence. YA Fiction

OSHIRO.

Georgia peaches and otherGeorgia peaches and other
forbidden fruitforbidden fruit
by Jaye Robin Brown
When Jo Gordon and her evangelist father
move to small-town Rome, Georgia, she
hides her sexuality to fit in with her new
stepfamily until she falls for popular girl
Mary Carlson, who proves to be the ultimate
temptation. YA Fiction BROWN.

Symptoms of being humanSymptoms of being human
by Jeff Garvin
Struggling with identity, Riley, a gender-
fluid teenager, starts an anonymous blog
after a therapist encourages it, but when the
blog goes viral Riley must make a choice--to
walk away or to risk everything and come
out. YA Fiction GARVIN.

The gentleman's guide to viceThe gentleman's guide to vice
and virtueand virtue
by Mackenzi Lee
Vowing to make his yearlong escapade
across Europe his last hurrah before taking
over the family estate, Henry "Monty"
Montague and his best friend Percy find
themselves in the middle of a dangerous
manhunt involving pirates and

highwaymen. YA Fiction LEE. CloudLibrary E-Book.

I'll give you the sunI'll give you the sun
by Jandy Nelson
A story of first love and family loss follows
the estrangement between daredevil Jude
and her loner twin brother, Noah, as a result
of a mysterious event that is brought to
light by a beautiful, broken boy and a new
mentor. YA Fiction NELSON.

The letter Q : queer writers'The letter Q : queer writers'
notes to their younger selvesnotes to their younger selves
by Sarah Moon
Collects letters from such famous
contributors as Brian Selznick, Michael
Cunningham, and Amy Bloom to offer hope
and support in the face of prejudice. YA
306.76 LET.

The upside of unrequitedThe upside of unrequited
by Becky Albertalli
Avoiding relationships to protect her
sensitive heart, plus-sized Molly supports
her once-cynical twin, Cassie, when the
latter has her own bout of lovesickness, a
situation that is complicated by sibling
dynamics and an unexpected romantic
triangle. YA Fiction ALBERTALLI.

The perks of being aThe perks of being a
wallflowerwallflower
by Stephen Chbosky
A rerelease of an acclaimed first novel by
the screenplay writer for Rent finds misfit
Charlie writing letters to an unidentified
recipient that share intimate observations
about a high school environment of first
dates, relationship dramas and

experimentations with sex and drugs. YA Fiction CHBOSKY.
OverDrive E-Book.

37 things I love in no37 things I love in no
particular orderparticular order
by Kekla Magoon
Struggling with her father's long-term coma
and a wrenching decision about his life
support in the final days of her sophomore
year, Ellis, who is also enduring a strained
relationship with her mother and a best
friend who is oblivious to her situation,

finds help in unexpected places throughout four fateful days.
OverDrive E-Book.

ShineShine
by Lauren Myracle
When her best friend falls victim to a vicious
hate crime, sixteen-year-old Cat sets out to
discover the culprits in her small North
Carolina town. OverDrive E-Book.
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Love in the time of globalLove in the time of global
warmingwarming
by Francesca Lia Block
After a devastating earthquake destroys the
West Coast, causing Penelope to lose her
home, her parents, and her brother, she
navigates a dark world, holding hope and
love in her hands and refusing to be
defeated. OverDrive E-Book.

Before I let goBefore I let go
by Marieke Nijkamp
Returning to her small Alaska home town
after her bipolar best friend's death, Corey
uncovers chilling secrets about the
townspeople and their treatment of Kyra
prior to her drowning. OverDrive E-Book.

PetPet
by Akwaeke Emezi
A girl and her best friend confront difficult
choices in the face of a home city in denial
when they meet a being who exposes the
community’s willful disbelief about the

existence of monsters. CloudLibrary E-Book.

The last true poets of the seaThe last true poets of the sea
by Julia Drake
Sent to a Maine community founded by her
ancestor in the aftermath of a sibling’s
suicide attempt, musical Violet teams up
with an amateur historian, Liv, to search for
a long-lost shipwreck, forging new bonds
along the way. CloudLibrary E-Book.

Odd one outOdd one out
by Nic Stone
High school juniors and best friends
Courtney and Jupe, and new sophomore
Rae, explore their sexuality and their
budding attractions for one another.
CloudLibrary E-book.

Queer : the ultimate LGBTQQueer : the ultimate LGBTQ
guide for teensguide for teens
by Kathy Belge
An updated and revised edition of an
award-winning guide to navigating life as an
LGBT teen includes coverage of topics
ranging from coming out and building an
LGBT social circle to finding people to date
and standing up against bigotry and

homophobia. YA 306.76 BEL.

Queer, there, and everywhereQueer, there, and everywhere
: 23 people who changed the: 23 people who changed the
worldworld
by Sarah Prager
Profiles notable LGBTQ figures and
highlights their contributions to society and
their community, including Kristina Vasa,
Frida Kahlo, Alan Turing, Glenn Burke, and
George Takei. YA 306.766 PRA.

Gender identity : beyondGender identity : beyond
pronouns and bathroomspronouns and bathrooms
by Maria Cook
An informative and project-filled book for
middle graders to explore the meaning and
history behind LGBTQ rights movements,
including biographies of key figures in
gender and gay/lesbian history, the context

behind today's transgender "bathroom wars" and dozens of
activities and research ideas for perspectives and further
learning. YA 305.3 COO.

LGBTQ+ athletes claim theLGBTQ+ athletes claim the
field : striving for equalityfield : striving for equality
by Kirstin Cronn-Mills
Presents a history of the long struggles of
LGBT athletes to gain recognition and
acceptance, describing some of the famous
athletes from the past who were unable to
reveal their genders and how social

practices have changed and benefited current LGBT athletes.
YA 796.0866 CRO.
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